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Abstract. The ever growing number of textual historical collections calls for
methods that can meaningfully connect and explore these. Different collections
offer different perspectives, expressing views at the time of writing or even a
subjective view of the author. We propose to connect heterogeneous digital collections through temporal references found in documents as well as their textual
content. We evaluate our approach and find that it works very well on digitalnative collections. Digitized collections pose interesting challenges and with improved preprocessing our approach performs well. We introduce a novel search
interface to explore and analyze the connected collections that highlights different
perspectives and requires little domain knowledge. In our approach, perspectives
are expressed as complex queries. Our approach supports humanity scholars in
exploring collections in a novel way and allows for digital collections to be more
accessible by adding new connections and new means to access collections.

1

Introduction

A huge amount of digital material has become available to study our recent history,
ranging from digitized newspapers and books to, more recently, web pages about people, places and events. Each collection has a different perspective on what happened
and this perspective depends partly on the medium, time and location of publication.
For example, Lensen [10] analyses two contemporary novels about the second World
War and shows that the writers have a different attitude towards the war than previous
generations when it comes to issues of perpetratorship, assignation of blame and guilt.
We aim to connect collections and support exploration of these different perspectives.
In this work, we focus on the second World War (WWII), as this is a defining event
in our recent history. Different collections tell different stories of events in WWII and
there is a wealth of knowledge to be gained in comparing these. Reading a news article
on the liberation of the south of the Netherlands in a newspaper collaborating with the
occupiers gives the impression that it is just a minor setback for the occupiers. A very
different perspective on the same events emerges from the articles in an illegal newspaper of the resistance, leaving the impression that war is ending soon. To complete
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the picture, these contemporary perspectives can be compared to the view of an historian who—decades later—wrote fourteen books on WWII in the Netherlands and to the
voice of thousands of Wikipedians, all empowered with the benefit of hindsight.
We present an interactive search application that supports researchers (such as historians) in connecting perspectives from multiple heterogeneous collections. We provide
tools for selecting, linking and visualizing WWII-related material from collections of
the NIOD, the National Library of the Netherlands, and Wikipedia. Our application
provides insight into the volume, selection and depth of WWII-related topics across
different media, times and locations through an exploratory interface. iod We connect
digital collections via implicit events, i.e. if two articles are close in time and similar in
content, we consider them to be related. Newspaper articles are associated with a clear
point in time, the date they were published. However, not all collections have such a
clear temporal association. We therefore infer these associations from temporal references (i.e., references in the text to a specific date). Our novel approach to connecting
collections can deal with these extracted temporal references.
We provide two insightful visualizations of the connected collections: (1) an exploratory search interface that provides insight into the volume of data on a particular WWII-related topic and (2) an interactive interface in which a user can select two
articles/pages for a detailed comparison of the content. Our aim is to provide historical researchers with the means to explore perspectives, not to analyze these for them.
These perspectives are expressed in our application through what we call query contrasts. These contrasts are, in essence, sets of filters over one or more collections, that
are added to search queries and consistently visualized throughout the interface. Example uses of such contrast are comparing newspaper articles versus Wikipedia articles
(across collections) or local newspaper versus national newspapers (within a collection).
We focus on events and collections related to WWII. However, as our approach and
application can be applied to other digital collections and topics, our work has broader
implications for digital libraries. Our main contributions are twofold: (1) we propose
and evaluate an approach to connect digital collections through implicit events, and (2)
we demonstrate how these connections can be used to explore and analyze perspectives
in a working application. Our work is based entirely on open data and open-source
technology. We release the extracted temporal references as Linked Open Data and our
application as open-source software, for anybody to reuse or re-purpose.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in
Section 2. Next, we describe our approach to connecting digital collections in Section 3.
Section 4 describes our exploratory and comparative interfaces. We provide a worked
example in Section 5, after which we conclude in Section 6.

2

Related Work

We discuss related work on studying historical perspectives, on connecting digital collections and on exploring and comparing collections.
Historical Perspectives. Historical news has often been used to study public opinion.
For example, Van Vree [18] studied the Dutch public opinion on Germany in the period 1930–1939 based on articles from four newspapers, selected to represent distinct
population groups. More recently, Lensen [10] showed how two contemporary novels

exhibit new perspectives on WWII. Typically, scholars from the humanities study these
perspectives on a small scale. Au Yeung and Jatowt [2] studied how the past is remembered on a large scale. They find references to countries and years in over 2.4 million
news articles written in English and study how these are referred to. Using topic modeling they find significant years and topics and compute similarities between countries.
Our work provides scholars with the means to explore their familiar research questions
on different perspectives on a large scale, without doing this analysis for them.
Connecting Digital Collections. With more collections becoming digitally available,
researchers have increasingly attempted to find connections between collections. Common is to link items based on their metadata. When items are annotated with concepts
from a thesaurus or ontology, ontology alignment can be used to infer links between
items. An example is MultimediaN E-culture, where artworks from museums were connected based on alignments between thesauri used to annotate the collections [16]. An
approach that does not rely on the presence of metadata is to infer links based on textual
overlap of items. For example, Bron et al. [3] study how to create connections between
a newspaper archive and a video archive. Using document enrichment and term selection they link documents that cover same or related events. Similarly, in the PoliMedia
project [9] links between political debates and newspapers articles are inferred based on
topical overlap. As in our approach, both used publication date to filter documents in the
linking process. However, how to score matches using these dates and combine them
with temporal references is an open problem. Alonso et al. [1] survey trends in temporal information retrieval and identify open challenges, that include how to measure
temporal similarity and how to combine scores for textual and temporal queries.
Exploratory Search. To support scholars in studying historical perspectives, we propose an exploratory search interface. In exploratory search [11], users interactively and
iteratively explore interesting parts of a collection. Many exploratory search systems
have been proposed; we discuss a few that are closely related to our work. Odijk et al.
[14] proposed an exploratory search interface to support historians in selecting documents for qualitative analysis. Their approach addresses questions that might otherwise
be raised about the representativeness, reproducibility and rigidness of the document
set. de Rooij et al. [8] collected social media content from four distinct groups: politicians, journalist, lobbyist and the public and proposed a search interface to explore this
grouped content. Through studying the temporal context and volume of discussion over
time, one could answer the questions of who put an issue on the agenda.
Comparing Collections. To support media studies researchers, Bron et al. [4] propose a
subjunctive search interface that shows two search queries side-by-side. They study how
this fits into the research cycle of media studies researchers. They find that when using
the proposed interface, the researcher explore more diverse topics and formulate more
specific research questions. ManyPedia [12] allows users to explore different points of
view by showing two Wikipedia articles from different languages side-by-side. A similar approach was used to synchronize cross-lingual content [13] on Wikipedia. Similar
to the work described above, we provide exploratory search tools that emphasizes different perspectives. Our work differs in that our application provides an end-to-end
solution, from connecting multiple collections to exploring and comparing.

3

Connecting Digital Collections

In this section, we describe how we connect multiple heterogeneous digital collections.
Simply put, we connect documents from different collections via implicit events using
time and content. If we consider two newspaper articles from different newspapers, but
published on the same day and with considerable overlap in content, we can infer that
it is likely that they cover the same event. However, not all our sources are as neatly
dated as the newspapers are. For these, we need to extract the relevant dates based
on the document content (detailed in §3.2). We present and validate our approach to
connecting collections in §3.4 and §3.5 respectively. First, we describe our collections.
3.1 Collections
We connect three heterogeneous collections, each representing a different kind of data
source: 1) a digitized collection of around 100 million Dutch newspapers articles, spanning four centuries, 2) the encyclopedic articles of the Dutch Wikipedia, 3) the digitized
book series Het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden in de Tweede Wereldoorlog6 by historian
Loe de Jong. Table 1 provides an overview of the size and characteristics of each collection. For conciseness, we will refer to these three collections as the Newspapers,
Wikipedia and Loe de Jong collections respectively in the remainder of this paper.
The newspaper archive of the National Library of the Netherlands consists of around
100 million digitized newspaper articles, processed using optical character recognition7 .
Each newspaper article has consistent metadata, including publication date. To focus
on the relevant articles we filter out articles published before 1933 or after 1949. The
books of Loe de Jong are a standard reference work about WWII in the Netherlands,
consisting of 14 volumes and published between 1969–1988 in 29 parts, all recently
digitized [7]. Early parts focus on chronicling events in specific years whereas some
later ones focus on specific themes. Each section was treated as a new document. Note
that the documents are still substantially longer than those in the two other collections.
3.2 Extracting Temporal References
We connect the three heterogeneous collections presented above via content and time.
For the digitized newspaper collection, we use the publication date of an article. This
metadata is clean and checked by the National Library. However, for Wikipedia articles
and the books of Loe de Jong no clear dates are present. We extract the dates that
these articles refer to through a process of temporal tagging, i.e. we extract references
to dates from the article content. For this, we use a custom pipeline for xTAS8 , an
extendable toolkit for large-scale text analysis. Concretely, our approach for extracting
dates consists of three steps: 1) preprocessing, 2) temporal tagging and 3) aggregating.
In the preprocessing step, we normalize the text and prevent common errors we
encountered in the subsequent temporal tagging. For Wikipedia articles, we remove all
special syntax, used for formatting and creating tables. We extract the textual content of
a Wikipedia article using a MediaWiki syntax parser9 . For the Loe de Jong collection,
we remove XML tags and keep only the textual content. This textual content has been
obtained from book scans using optical character recognition (OCR). Therefore, it can
contain errors in the recognition of terms. We process this digitized text to remedy
6
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Table 1: Statistics for the collections and for temporal reference extraction.
Number of documents
Average number of terms per document

Newspapers

Wikipedia

Loe de Jong

21,456,471
105

2,699,044
91

1,600
1776

50
609 / 834

20
469 / 713

Number of annotated documents
Total number of unique / individual annotated date references

common OCR errors that we encountered, in particular errors that influence temporal
tagging. For example, the numbers 0, 1 and 5 are commonly confused for ◦ , I and S.
For both collections, we also use simple textual replacement rules to prevent common errors we found after an initial evaluation of temporal tagging on our data. A
common short-hand way of referring to years is to use an apostrophe followed by only
the last to digits: the period ’40-’45. As this gives no information on the century being
referred to, such a reference is typically ignored by a temporal tagger. However, these
references often refer to the 1900s and given that the topic of most of our document
collection (WWII), we resolve a reference as above to the period 1940-1945.
After preprocessing, we analyze the content of each Wikipedia article and each
document in the Loe de Jong collection using the multilingual cross-domain temporal
tagger Heideltime [17]. The aim of a temporal tagger is to find all mentions of time and
dates and to pinpoint these as exact as possible to a specific point in time. The output of
Heideltime is a set of temporal references normalized according to the TIMEX3 annotation standard [15]. Temporal tagging of historical documents is particularly challenging
due to the fact that temporal expressions are often ambiguous and under-specified. For
example, “in the 1930s” refers to the time interval 1930-1939, while “august 1945”
refers to the entire month of August, 1945. For most of these challenges, Heideltime is
able to extract and normalize temporal references, even if they are under-specified.
The final step to extracting dates is aggregating all temporal references to the document level. We separate each temporal reference based on the annotation granularity
(i.e. exact day, specific month or only year). We store and treat them differently both in
connecting collections (see §3.4) and in the exploratory visualizations (see §4.1).
3.3 Evaluating Temporal Reference Extraction
We validate our approach to extracting date references with an experiment. We take
50 random documents from the Wikipedia collection and 20 from the Loe de Jong
collection. Five judges annotate all date references within the documents. Table 1 details statistics on the annotated documents. The narrative structure of the books of
Loe de Jong leads to less frequent temporal references than the encyclopedic style of
Wikipedia. We compute inter-annotator agreement over five doubly annotated Wikipedia
documents and three documents from the Loe de Jong collection. We observe 97%
agreement on the set of unique dates referenced, signaling excellent agreement among
the human annotators. We measure the accuracy of the extracted temporal references by
comparing the automatically annotated date references to those annotated by the judges.
On the Wikipedia collection, we observe a mean precision of 98.27% on the set of
all automatically extracted dates, with recall at 86.72% of unique annotated dates. These
scores are comparable to what is reported on standard datasets [17] and signals that the
task of extracting dates from Wikipedia articles is well suited to be done automatically.

On the Loe de Jong collection, we obtain substantially lower precision of 63.86%
and recall of 68.04%. The sections of these books pose two distinct challenges for temporal tagging. First, as the books are digitized using OCR, there are errors in detected
terms, including in parts of dates. Our preprocessing approach to remedy some of the
common errors has doubled both precision and recall (up from 36.86% and 30.48%
respectively). The second challenge is more difficult. The books of Loe de Jong are
written in a narrative style, where temporal references are often (partially) implicit. For
example, a section on famine in the winter of 1944-1945 (referred to as the “hunger
winter”) often only refers only to days in these winter months, without referring to a
year. Given the topic, a reader knows that January 15th refers to January 15th, 1945, but
for an automatic approach, this is rather difficult to infer. In fact, half of the fourteen
books indicate in the title that they cover only a specific period.
Improving the accuracy of temporal reference extraction on such a collection poses
interesting future work for information extraction researchers. Given the length of the
documents and thus large number of temporal references, the level of accuracy we obtain after preprocessing is sufficient for ours and similar applications. The extracted
temporal references for the Loe de Jong collection are published as Linked Open Data10 .
This enrichment allows for new types of temporal analysis of the collection.
This approach for temporal reference extraction is the first step in connecting these
three heterogeneous collections. Using the temporal references for Wikipedia articles
and sections of the books of Loe de Jong, combined with the publication dates of newspaper articles, we can find subsets of documents for a specific time period that were
either published within that period or refer to a point in time within that period. This
provides the researcher with the valuable means to find similar subsets across different
collections. However, this does not yet mean that all the documents in the subsets are
topically related. For this, we also need to look at the content of the document.
3.4

Combining Temporal and Textual Similarity

To estimate whether two documents refer to the same implicit event, we combine textual
similarity with temporal similarity. We measure textual similarity as Manhattan distance
over document terms in a TF.IDF weighted vector space. Concretely, we take the subset
of maximally 25 terms from a source document, that have the highest TF.IDF score. We
then select documents that match at least 30% of these terms and compute similarity
as the sum of TF.IDF scores over the terms. More matching terms thus lead to a higher
similarity, as does matching a less common term than a more common term.
We measure temporal similarity using a Gaussian decay function. If two documents
are from the same date, they are completely temporally similar. The further the two
documents are apart in time, the lower the similarity score. In case we are matching
two documents based on temporal references, we multiply the scores we obtain for
each temporal reference match. The overall similarity between two documents is then
computed by multiplying the temporal similarity with the textual similarity. In this way,
temporal similarity functions in a similar matter as a temporal document prior would
work, giving preference to documents from a specific period.
10
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3.5 Evaluating Related Article Finding
We evaluate our approach to measuring similarity using a retrieval experiment to find
related documents within the Wikipedia collection. The task is to find documents related to a source Wikipedia article within the Wikipedia collection. We compare two
approaches for finding related documents: using only textual similarity and combining
temporal and textual similarity.
We sample ten Wikipedia articles out of the 18,361 articles that link to an article
with WWII in the title (“Tweede Wereldoorlog” in Dutch). We pool the top ten results
based on textual similarity and have annotators judge the relatedness of two documents
side-by-side on a four-point scale, label from bad to perfect. We obtain the relatedness
labels via a crowdsourcing platform. To ensure good quality judgments, we manually
create a set of gold standard judgments for twelve document pairs that pilot judges
agreed entirely on. Our crowdsourcing judges need to obtain an agreement of over
70% with the gold standard to start judging. During judging, gold standard pairs are
intertwined with unjudged pairs. If the judges do not maintain this agreement on the
gold standard, they cannot continue and their judgments are not included. We obtain
at least three judgments per document pair, more if the three judges do not agree. We
obtain 812 judgments (including the judgments for the gold standard) and measure a
mean agreement of 69.5% over all document pairs. We compute a final rating for a
document pair as the mean rating over all judges for that pair.
In our application, related documents are presented to find interesting alternative
perspectives from different collections. The related documents are presented as a ranked
list, very similar to a standard information retrieval setting. Given this setting and the
annotations on a four-point scale, we choose nDCG@10 as our evaluation metric. The
nDCG metric can incorporate graded relevance and gives more importance to results
higher in the ranked list. We compute nDCG only on the top ten results, as we expect
that lower documents are unlikely to be inspected by a user. An nDCG score of 1 indicates that documents are ranked perfectly in order of their relevance score and a score
of 0 would mean that all retrieved documents have the lowest relevance score.
Using only textual similarity, we measure an nDCG value of 0.861 and an average
rating in the top ten of 2.6 on a scale from 1 to 4. This suggests that the retrieved
documents are already of good quality and ranked in a reasonable order. By combining
textual and temporal similarity we improve the nDCG score with 3.8% to 0.894. A
detailed look at each of the ten source documents shows improvements in nDCG scores
up to 25%, but also decreased scores up to 5%. The results suggest that we effectively
retrieve related documents and that combining textual and temporal similarity improves
effectiveness over only using textual similarity. There are interesting challenges for
future research in new approaches for incorporating temporal similarity. For example,
intuitively, a match on year references is less strong a match than one on day references.
One could therefore weigh matches based on the least fine-grained granularity.

4

Search Interface to Explore Perspectives

We described how we connect collections and their content in Section 3 as our first
main contribution. Our second contribution is a novel search and analysis application11 .
11
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Fig. 1: Architecture to support exploration of perspectives in collections. The interface
(right) interacts with a combined index (center) collected from three sources (left).
We provide new means of exploring and analyzing perspectives in these connected
collections. Our architecture is modeled in Fig. 1. At the core of the application we use
proven open-source technology such as xTAS and Elasticsearch. For each collection,
we build a separate index that is exposed to the user interfaces as a combined index.
A researcher interacts with our application through two separate, but connected
interfaces: 1) an exploratory search interface for a broad overview, and 2) a comparative
interface for detailed analysis. We will discuss the flow between these interfaces with a
worked example of a researcher interacting with the application in Section 5. First, we
will describe each of the two interfaces in more detail below. The comparative interface
communicates directly with the combined index, supported by related article finding
and document contrasting services. For the exploratory interface, all requests to the
index are processed through the query contrasting system.
We provide a researcher with the means to explore perspectives in our application
via contrasting. In the comparative interface, two documents are contrasted in detail
in a side-by-side comparison. In the exploratory interface, a researcher can combine a
keyword query with predefined “query contrasts”. A query contrast can be seen as a set
of filters that each define a collection subset. A single filter functions in a similar way as
facet filters. Such a query contrast filter can simply be contrasting different collections
(e.g., newspaper versus Wikipedia articles), or different sources (e.g., a collaborating
newspaper versus one run by the resistance) or different locations of publishing. Using
a set of these filters (what we call a query contrast), what is expressed as a simple
keyword query turns into a contrasting comparison between different perspectives.
4.1 Exploratory Interface
To allow researchers to explore the three connected collections, we build an exploratory
interface as part of our application. This interface is sketched in Fig. 2a.
Based on a keyword query and a contrast in the search bar on top, an overview of
the search results is presented. Central in the exploratory interface is a visualization
that shows the distribution of the volume of documents across time. We visualize this
distribution as a streamgraph [5], that can be seen as a streamlined version of a stacked
bar chart. A researcher can select a time period of interest while maintaining overview
through a Focus+Context interaction design [6]. This allows researchers to focus on a
specific period, while at the same time getting an impression of entire time period.
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(a) Sketch of the exploratory interface with search on top, a streamgraph to
visualize document volume and word clouds to summarize each collection.

(b) Screenshot of (a).

(c) Screenshot of comparative interface.

Fig. 2: Sketch (a) and screenshot of exploratory (b) and comparative (c) interfaces.
The streams in the context visualization are defined by the selected query contrast
and consistently color coded based on this. In the simplest case, each represent one of
the three connected collections: newspaper articles, encyclopedic articles and sections
of the reference books. For each stream, we show a word cloud representing the most
significant terms in the documents in each stream for the selected time period. This
provides the researcher with a quick overview of what topics these documents cover.
In §3.2, we described how we extract temporal references that can have a granularity
of a day, month or even a year. If a stream is based on extracted date references, we
distinguish in the focus stream graph between different temporal reference granularity.
A stream is then split into three substreams: 1) day references, 2) month references and
3) year references (marked in Fig. 2a). The color coding is kept consistent, but opacity
decreases as temporal references become less fine-grained. Similarly, the more finegrained day references are positioned closer to the center of the stream. If a document
refers to a specific day, it refers to that month and year as well. In the visualization,
we do not count a reference for a less fine-grained substream if a more fine-grained
reference occurs for that day. This way, the combined height of the three substreams at
any point of time is equal to the references to that day, month or year.
Not depicted in Fig. 2 is the collection search interface, that shows a simple ranked
list of documents within any of the three collections. From this search interface, a researcher can select a document to study in more detail in the comparative interface.
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Fig. 3: Screenshots for query “ijssalon koco” from October 1941 until March 1942.
4.2 Comparative Interface
The comparative interface shows two documents side-by-side. At first, a selected document is shown on one side, while the other side shows related documents from each
of the three collections using the approach described and evaluated in Section 3. When
selecting a document from these results, the side-by-side comparison is shown. A researcher can return to the related articles on either side at any time.
When comparing two documents side-by-side, interesting parts of the document are
highlighted. Using an approach similar to the textual similarity described in Section 3.4,
we compute the similarity of each sentence in a document to the document on the other
side. Sentences with a high similarity are shown clearly, whereas sentences with a low
similarity are shown partially transparent. This dimming effect draws the attention of
the researcher to the interesting parts of a document in the context of another.

5

A Worked Example

We describe a worked example of how our application can be used to study different
perspectives on a specific event in WWII. A full-blown evaluation of our application in
a user study with historians is planned for future work.
We go back to an event in Amsterdam, early 1941, as described on Wikipedia. During the winter months of ’40/’41, oppression of Jewish citizens of Amsterdam is rising.
This leads to open street fights between mobs of both sides. The tensions culminated
on February 19th in an ice cream parlor called Koco, where a fight broke out between a
German patrol and a mob of regular customers set out to defend the shop. Several arrest
were made and the Jewish-German owners where arrested and deported. After roundups
in other parts of Amsterdam, the tensions finally lead to the “February strike”, the only
massive public protest against the persecution of Jews in occupied Europe.
Fig. 3 shows screenshots the exploratory search interface, when searching for the
name of the shop, contrasting the three distinct collections. From the streamgraph, the
historian can clearly see the most documents that mention the shop are from or refer
to early 1941. Focusing on this period of interest, the streamgraph depicted in Fig. 3a
shows some references to the shop in the buildup towards this event with the bulk in
early 1941. A detailed look at the word clouds for newspapers (Fig. 3b), shows that
emphasis is given to the perspective of the police. The significant terms include: robbery, thieves, enforcement, gain access, removed and case12 . On the other hand, the
Wikipedia articles referring to this event focus more on the human interest and broader
perspectives. The word cloud in Fig. 3c shows the names of the owners and terms as
cause, events, February strike, arrested and owner13 .
12
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In Dutch: overval, dieven, handhaving, toegang, verschaft, verwijderd, zaak.
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Quantifying Historical Perspectives voor WOII
text:
wereldoorlog
De ijssalon is een Nederlandse film uit 1985 van Dimitri Frenkel Frank met in de hoofdrollen Gerard Thoolen en Renee Soutendijk. Het
camerawerk is van Theo van de Sande. De film is gebaseerd op een origineel script van Dimitri Frenkel Frank. De film heeft als internationale
titels The Ice Cream Parlour en Private Resistance. Er kwamen 35.000 bezoekers naar de De ijssalon in de bioscoop. Verhaal Amsterdam,
januari 1941, Nederland is inmiddels zeven maanden bezet door nazi-Duitsland. De bezetting is met name in de eerste maanden over
het algemeen rustig verlopen en de Duitsers probeerden de Nederlandse bevolking aan hun kant te krijgen. Maar dit beleid lijkt mislukt en het
verzet, hoe primitief en amateuristisch ook, begint de kop op de steken. Er is al sprake van beknotting van de vrijheid van de Joodse
bevolking, die ook het slachtoffer is van getreiter en geweld van de kant van de Nationaal-Socialistische Beweging|NSB. Joodse
knokploegen verzetten zich tegen deze door de bezetter getolereerde geweldsuitspattingen. De Joodse knokploegen krijgen al snel
steun van andere Amsterdammers. Tussen al het geweld probeert Otto Schneeweiss zich staande te houden. Schneeweiss is in 1939 van
Berlijn naar Amsterdam verhuisd, nadat de anti-Joodse maatregelen in Duitsland steeds heviger werden.

Fig. 4: Screenshot showing the first sentences of the Dutch Wikipedia article on the
Document 1
movie
“The Ice Cream Parlour” compared to Loe de Jong’s article on the events around
Het Koninkrijk
that
parlour.der Nederlanden in de Tweede Wereldoorlog - Deel 4 – Mei '40 – maart '41 (2e band)
Type something…

Diving deeper into the different perspectives, the historian searches for articles related to the section 8.2 of Loe de Jong’s fourth book, part II, that covers the events
around Koco. He finds Wikipedia articles covering the February strike and related
events, but decided to have a more detailed look at the article on the movie “The Ice
Cream Parlour”. Fig. 4 shows a screenshot of the comparison of the content of this article in comparison with the section written by Loe de Jong. The sentences that focus
mostly on the movie are faded out, drawing attention to the parts of the article that
describe the events in February 1941.
This worked example illustrates how each collection has different perspectives on
an important event in WWII, both in comparing subsets of the collection (Fig. 3) and in
comparing two documents (Fig. 4). One can easily think of follow-up questions to explore after this, for example: how does the perspective of newspapers from Amsterdam
differ from those in the rest of the country?
De anti-Joodse maatregelen die tussen midden december '40 en midden februari '41 genomen werden, vormden een duidelijke
aanwijzing dat de bezetter, ondanks de protesten die zich in oktober en november '40 voorgedaan hadden, vast voornemens was,
op de ingeslagen weg voort te gaan. Die nieuwe maatregelen leidden overigens nergens tot grote deining. Er werden verordeningen
of besluiten afgekondigd, ze verschenen in de pers, men onderwierp er zich aan. Het had alles de schijn van uiterlijke normaliteit.
Het greep wel in de samenleving in, maar op een 'ordelijke', administratieve wijze. Ruw geweld kwam er niet aan te pas. Dit was één
aspect van de Duitse politiek. Maar er was nog een tweede, waarbij dat geweld bewust ingeschakeld werd. 1 'Rechenschaftsbericht
über die Handhabung Calm eyer, H. G.JodenPers, legaleRegistratie van jodenRijksinspectie voor de
BevolkingsregistersVerordeningenGEVECHTEN IN CAFÉ'S Van december' 40 af werd met name vanuit de sector van
Generalkommis sar Schmidt bevorderd dat de acties van de WA en van de stoottroepen, de SA, van van Rappards NSNAP zich
mede tegen de Joden richtten. WA en SA kregen verlof, en wellicht instructie, om soms op straat, maar vaker in café's en
restaurants tegen Joden op te treden. Uiteraard werden die acties met voortgezette gewelddadigheden tegen de colporteurs van de
Nederlandse Unie gecombineerd; militairen van de Wehrmacht boden er weer menigmaal de helpende hand bij. Aan de
Nederlandse SS was daarentegen bevel gegeven, niet aan die gewelddadigheden deel te nemen. Het was Seyss-Inquart, Rauter en
Schmidt bekend dat de WA-mannen en de NSNAP' ers bij het publiek grote woede wekten. Geen van die drie Duitse machthebbers
had er overwegend bezwaar tegen dat met name de NSB zich verder blameerde in de ogen van het Nederlandse volk en het was
Seyss-Inquart en Rauter welkom indien de Nederlandse SS, die zij potentieel voor veel belangrijker hielden dan de NSB, laat staan
de NSNAP, zich zorgvuldig buiten de relletjes hield; zij namen aan dat zulks de SS de naam zou geven van onkreukbaar fatsoen. 'Bij
hel en duivel' werd het aan de SS'ers verboden, zich bij de gevechten tegen de Unie en de Joden ook maar te laten zien en
verscheidene SS' ers die dat verbod overtraden, werden zelfs uit de SS geroyeerd.' Het kwam in januari en begin februari weer in
verschillende steden tot gevechten. Wij hebben er geen volledig overzicht van, maar enkele voorbeelden kunnen een beeld geven
van het door de bezetter getolereerde, ja aangemoedigde optreden. Zo ging in Utrecht op 3I januari een patrouille van de WA, door
een opperwachtmeester Lammers geleid, zich er van vergewissen of ergens in café's of restaurants de verjaardag van prinses
Beatrix gevierd werd. Bij 'Heek' werden alle bezoekers die in een feestelijke stemming leken te verkeren, door de W A-marmen de
deur uitgewerkt. Hetzelfde gebeurde in een tweede café-restaurant met 'de Unie-makkers en -vrouwtjes, inclusief Opbouwers en
dergelijk gespuis'. De patrouille (wij volgen het verslag van een der leden) kreeg toen bericht dat nog in een derde caférestaurant
'braaf oranje gevierd werd'. De glazen toegangsdeur was er dicht. Twee politie-agenten die er op wacht stonden, werden dwars
door de deur naar binnen gedrukt. Daar werden de WA-mannen 'met bierglazen en stoelen' ontvangen; zij sloegen de inboedel kort
en klein. De actie werd daarna tot nog twee andere café-restaurants uitgestrekt. In een zesde, 'Weber', 'leek op het eerste gezicht
alles in orde', maar de W A-marmen vernamen dat er ook op een bovenzaal iets gaande was. Er was daar, aldus het verslag,
1Beatrix, prinses/koninginEtten, H. W. vanGermaanse SS in Nederland (Nederlandse SS)JodenNationaal-Socialistische Beweging
(NSB)derspartij (NSNAP-van Rappard)Nederlandse UniePolitie, NederlandseRauter, H. A.SASchmidt, F.Seyss-Inquart, A.SSUtrecht,
stadWA (NSB)DE FEBRUARISTAKING'een besloten bijeenkomst, waar enige medische studenten, een tiental, met hun dames een
gezellig Oranje-fuifje hadden. 'Alarm!' - en de patrouille kwamnaar boven. Eén had ' t lef zich voor alles verantwoordelijk te stellen en
voegde Lammers toe: 'Dat kind dat jij onlangs gekregen hebt, had op de plaats zelf, net als jij, dood moeten donderen.' Het
antwoord was dat meneer zeven meter verder onder een tafellag te kreunen. Toen kreeg het gespuis lef en begon met wijnflessen te
gooien en met glazen, doch één schot uit een alarmpistool was net voldoende om wat dames in een flauwte te krijgen en de heren
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Conclusion

We connected multiple heterogeneous collections through implicit events, via time and
content. We show that we can extract temporal references with satisfactory accuracy and
that we can use these references for related article finding. For future work, we identified
interesting challenges in extracting temporal references from historical narratives, such
as the books of Loe de Jong. Furthermore, we consider our proposed approach for using
extracted temporal references to improve related article finding as just a first attempt.
Similar problems exist outside the historical domain.
We presented a novel search interface that supports researchers from the humanities
in studying different perspectives on WWII. We showed the value of our application
Document a
2 worked
Kranten example
Wikipedia of how
Boekento study different perspectives on an event in WWII.
through
A
full-blown evaluation of our application in a user study with historians is planned
De ijssalon
for future work. While we focused in this work on events and collections related to
WWII, our software and approaches can be applied to any kind of digital collections.
We release our work as open data and open-source software14 to foster future research
and applications for digital libraries.
Acknowledgements. This research was supported by Amsterdam Data Science and
the Dutch national program COMMIT.
14

The source code is available on https://bitbucket.org/qhp.
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